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  Founded in 1920 
  A regional NGO 
  Advance S&T in Asia-Pacific 
  Fostering interdisciplinary and 
international research and 
collaboration.   
  Focus on key issues and 
problems in the region 

Pacific Science Association 
(PSA)  



PSA Membership 
National Academies and similar institutions 

  Australia 
  China (Beijing) 
  China (Taipei) 
  China (Hong Kong) 
  France 
  Guam 
  Indonesia 
  Japan 
  Republic of Korea 
  Malaysia 
  New Zealand 
  Okinawa 
  Pacific Islands (USP) 
  Philippines 
  Russia 
  Singapore 
  Thailand 
  United States of America 
  Vietnam 



What am I doing at a space 
conference? 

  Sustainability 
science 
  Islands 
  PICCC 

  So many 
problems on Earth, 
why go spend all 
that money up there 
in space?!?! 



Don’t. Tell.  



Alternate Visions 

Clockwise from top left: 
Wernher von Braun, Gerard 
O’Neill, Neil deGrasse Tyson, 
Carl Sagan 

Von Braun: big, government-
led displays of technological 
prowess 
O’Neill: human settlement of 
space 
Sagan: space for science 
Tyson: space to re-establish a 
“culture of innovation” 



Rationales 
Big space endeavors are going to require some degree of public-private 
partnership. 

To do that will require public support. 

To get support, you need a coherent, compelling message that sticks in 
people’s mind. 

Apollo had this kind of easy-to-grasp message. Going back to the moon 
doesn’t – yet. (c.f. Gingrich) 

Fractured media landscape; disparate political constituencies 

We’re going to need more than one vision / message, to create alliances of 
convenience. 

In an era of limited budgets for everything, and problems everywhere you 
look, the green community isn’t generally enthusiastic about space 
exploration. It should be. 



Rationales 
The sustainability community pins its hopes on people becoming 
smarter  and/or more cooperative in terms of managing Earth’s 
resources. 

But what if we don’t, or not in time? 

Technological solutions to many global problems are essential.  

Need to incentivize innovation pathways for multiple science and 
technology disciplines. 

Space exploration is one of those critical innovation pathways. 



Planetary Boundaries 
  Unprecedented 
anthropogenic 
stresses on 
Earth’s resources  
  Global 
ecosystem can 
also undergo 
phase transitions. 
  We need to 
avoid “tipping 
points” 



Iron Law of Climate Policy 
Strategies that require 
people to forgo 
improvements in 
standard of living are 
likely to fail. 

“When policies focused 
on economic growth 
confront policies focused 
on emissions reductions, 
it is economic growth 
that will win out every 
time.” 

- Roger Pielke, Jr. 
Univ. of Colorado 



Regulatory solutions, or a 
challenge? 

Framing climate change as a 
technological challenge 
rather than as a regulatory 
problem increases public 
acceptance. 

Also more willing to accept 
scientific claims about CC, 
less willingness to tolerate 
risks associated with it, and 
support for public 
investments to manage it. 

Source: Kahan, Dan M., Braman, Donald, Slovic, Paul, Gastil, John and Cohen, Geoffrey L., The Second National Risk and 
Culture Study: Making Sense of - and Making Progress In - The American Culture War of Fact (October 3, 2007). GWU 
Legal Studies Research Paper No. 370; Yale Law School, Public Law Working Paper No. 154; GWU Law School Public Law 
Research Paper No. 370; Harvard Law School Program on Risk Regulation Research Paper No. 08-26. Available at SSRN: 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1017189 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1017189 



UN Population Projections 



UN Population Projections 



Population and Food 

  2008: UN raises “best projection” for 2050 from 
9b to 10b. 

   45% over current level. 

  UN estimate for 2100: approx. 12b (possibly 15b) 
   70% over current level. 

  Because of rising prosperity and demand for 
meat, a 40% population increase will require food 
production to double. 



Implications of increasing 
global prosperity 

  Meat consumption 
has quadrupled in China 
since 1982. 
  Only 14% of China's 
land is arable. China is 
short in land, feed, and 
water.  
  Requires massive 
food importation, this 
contributes to global 
food price increases. 
  U.S. et al have 
agricultural limitations, 
so Brazil is investment 
target. 



Climate Change 

  Climate change-
related heat stress, 
drought, flood, and 
disease impacts on 
agriculture will 
increase 

  Increased CO2 
reduces protein 
content of wheat, rice, 
and barley by 10 - 14%. 
Iron by 8%. 



The Food, Water, & Energy 
Triangle 

  Interdependent 
factors   
  1300 liters of water 
needed to produce 
1kg of wheat 
  2030: will need 30% 
more water, 40% more 
energy, and 50% more 
food 
  Many known 
technology pathways 
to address much of 
this, but it’s a very big 
problem 



Looming Phosphorus 
Shortage 

“The gravest natural 
resource shortage 

you’ve never heard of”. 
- James Elser & Stuart White, Foreign Policy, 

April 2010 

   Current demand rising at 
3%/yr (and rising) 
  Some efficiency/recovery 
innovation possible 
  Questions about long-
term ability of market to 
manage P sustainably or 
equitably 
  Peak supply in 30 – 40 
years? 

Source: Cordell, D., Drangert, J-O. and White, S, The Story of Phosphorus: Global food security and food for 
thought, Global Environmental Change Journal, (2009), doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2008.10.009. 



Climate and Security 
“The National Research Council, in 
a study commissioned by the C.I.A. 

and other intelligence agencies, 
says that clusters of apparently 

unrelated events exacerbated by a 
warming climate will create more 
frequent but unpredictable crises 
in water supplies, food markets, 
energy supply chains, and public 

health systems.” 

The New York Times, 9 November 2012 



The “innovation starvation” 
in solving big problems 

Incentives are out of whack for solving 
big problems. 

•  Excessive risk-aversion in 
organizations 
•  Investment / funding structure 
•  Public policy failure 
•  Focus on short-term profits rather 
than slow incubation of ideas or 
technology  
•  Innovation is risky, non-linear, 
iterative, and  uncertain.  
•  Market failure to incentivize 
investment in solving big problems. 
•  Neal Stephenson, Peter Thiel 

Image: Marshall Hopkins 



The technological 
imperative 

  Need for technological innovations that allow global 
human populations to achieve reasonable levels of 
prosperity without crossing planetary boundaries 

  Purely political solutions difficult (tragedy of the 
commons) and/or intolerable (authoritarianism). 

  The widespread adoption of sustainability 
technologies requires price-incentivization and/or 
much lower marginal production costs  

  Public-private partnerships 



Misallocating our human 
resources? 

“No nation can afford to 
divert its ablest men into 
essentially non-creative and 
occasionally parasitic 
occupations such as law, 
insurance, and banking.” 

- Arthur C. Clarke 



Tech Innovation Edge  

“After decades of outsourcing production in and effort to 
lower costs, many large companies have lost the expertise for 
the complex engineering and design tasks necessary to scale 

up and produce today’s most innovative new technologies, not 
to mention the appetite for the risks involved.” 

- David Rotman, “Can we build tomorrow’s breakthroughs?”, Technology Review, Jan/Feb 2012  



Diamandis v. Gilding 
  How to 
address market 
failure / provide 
global goods? 

  Is the glass 
half-empty, or 
half full? 



Space as an innovation 
pathway 

  Not simply a “spinoff” argument 

  Apollo program was an innovation pathway 
  Microprocessor development 
  Miniaturization 

  NASA didn’t invent these, but did play critical role in making them 
self-sustaining technology pathways 

  Health & sanitation (ex. Biosensors, medical imaging, water 
purification) 

  Materials 

  STEM education and inspiration value to next gen 
scientists & engineers (not quantifiable but important!) 



Investment priorities 

  Not a magic bullet -  NASA’s 
mission isn’t  greentech 
  Prioritize agriculture, energy, 
health, basic science 
  Resource management & 
climate mitigation/adaptation 
  Wrong to see these as 
competing budget goals to NASA 
et al. 
  These are investments, not 
“spending” 
  Need to make the case for 
more investment, across the 
board 



Space as an innovation 
pathway for sustainability 

The pursuit of technologies to 
safely house a crew with reliable 
food, energy and water supplies, 
healthcare, and sanitation on the 
ultimate resource-poor “island” of 
the moon or Mars will also 
advance the technologies needed 
to sustainably manage a 10b 
population at reasonable levels of 
prosperity on Earth.  

This can have especially important 
applications for island states. 



Returns on Investment 

Accurate calculation of 
ROI is methodologically 
very difficult. 

Yet public investment in 
science obviously does 
produce ROI. 

Some valuation is 
required politically.  

NASA ROI: Chase concluded that society's rate of return on NASA R&D expenditures over a 15 
year period (1960-74) was 43 percent. MRI's estimated social rate of return was 33 percent. NASA 
ROI likely occurs over longer time scale than normal science, but more bleeding edge. All ROI 
hard to calculate. 



Innovation: Connections 

“An invention acts rather like a trigger, 
because, once it's there, it changes the 
way things are, and that change 
stimulates the production of another 
invention, which in turn, causes change, 
and so on.  

At no time did an invention come out of 
thin air into somebody's head, [snaps 
fingers] like that. You just had to put a 
number of bits and pieces, that were 
already there, together in the right way.” 

- James Burke, Connections (1979) 



How Innovation Happens 
“Good ideas are not conjured out 
of thin air; they are built out of a 
collection of existing parts, the 
composition of which expands…
over time.” 

“The trick to having good ideas is 
not to sit around in glorious 
isolation and try to think big 
thoughts. The trick is to get more 
parts on the table.” 

- Steven Johnson 
Where Good Ideas Come From 



How Innovation Happens 

Sometimes serendipitous. But very 
often (and increasingly) cross-
disciplinary in nature. 

Ex. Convection ovens to 
microwaves 

10/10 rule 



How Innovation Happens 
Innovation comes through 
incubating “slow hunches” 
arising out of different 
individuals, often in different 
fields, and having an 
institution (ex. Bell Labs) or 
system (internet?) that 
allows those ideas to be 
connected. 



“Undiscovered Public 
Knowledge” 

  Don Swanson 
  Knowledge is 
expanding 
exponentially 
  “Data flood” 
  Innovation 
happens by 
connecting ideas 
and data 

A > B 

B > C 

7/x 

X = 7 

 R ≠ L 

Panacea™ 

J ≈ 3.1416 

∞ 

xj7 

14C 

7 ≥ h + 3 
E=mc2 

j/k 

Uuq 

011001011 



Connecting NASA tech 

Integrated, agency-
wide software system to 
capture, track, and 
manage NASA's 
portfolio of technology 
investments. 

Internal only (for now) 

Can link NASA-
developed technology 
to other technology 
developers, businesses, 
taxpayers, students, etc. 



How best to facilitate 
innovation? 

•  Funding models drive 
different innovation 
approaches 

  Grants, subsidies, loan 
guarantees 

  NSF/NIH funding 
model 

  VC / Angel investors 
  X-Prizes 
  DARPA   
  NASA 

•  Publicly funded 
knowledge vs. proprietary  Slide courtesy: Lawrence Dubois, SRI International. “DARPA’s Approach to Innovation: an 

Alternative Model for Funding Cutting Edge Research and Development” 



Innovation Models 

Slide courtesy: Lawrence Dubois, SRI International. “DARPA’s Approach to Innovation: an Alternative Model for 
Funding Cutting Edge Research and Development” 



Innovation Models 

Slide courtesy: Lawrence Dubois, SRI International. “DARPA’s Approach to Innovation: an Alternative Model for Funding 
Cutting Edge Research and Development” 



Avoiding the “Valley of Death” 



Innovation Models 

Slide courtesy: Lawrence Dubois, SRI International. “DARPA’s Approach to Innovation: an Alternative Model for Funding 
Cutting Edge Research and Development” 



Innovation Models 

Slide courtesy: Lawrence Dubois, SRI International. “DARPA’s Approach to Innovation: an Alternative Model for 
Funding Cutting Edge Research and Development” 



Why should the world invest in a human 
outpost on the Moon? 

Facilitates: 
  International 
collaboration 
  STEM education 
  Innovations that will 
advance technologies 
needed for sustainable 
mgmt of Earth 
resources 



Food & Water 
  Food insecurity in island 
states 
  Climate change / trade costs 
inherent to islands 
  Aeroponics & Aquaponics 

  Pilot experiment in the Cook Islands: 
project objective is to prevent food 
shortages in climate-stressed Pacific 
Islands by sustainably growing crops 
using minimal water and no pesticides     
(SciDev.net, 26 October 2012)  

SS&T applications for 
islands and remote areas 



SS&T applications for 
islands and remote areas 

Energy 
  Renewable Energy-
based microgrids 

  Provision of electricity 
essential to education, 
business, health et al. 

  Current technology 
prone to fail from lack of 
local expertise to maintain 
systems 

Images: Kevin Bullis, MIT Technology Review 



SS&T applications for 
islands and remote areas 

Energy 
  Fuel Cells 
  Bloom Box 
  Whatever’s 
next ??? 

Images: Bloom Energy 



SS&T applications for 
islands and remote areas 

Telemedicine 

  High interest in Pacific 
Islands (esp. Fiji, Japan, U.S./
Guam) 

  Disruption Tolerant 
Networking (DTN) 
  Medical “tricorders”  



SS&T applications for 
islands and remote areas 

Construction 

  Additive 
manufacturing 

  Potential to reduce 
pressures on forests 
and reefs for 
construction materials 



SS&T applications for 
islands and remote areas 

Water & 
Sanitation 

  Recycling, 
purification and waste 
processing 

Solar Toilet by CalTech, winner of the Gates Foundation’s “Reinvent the Toilet” challenge. 



And down the road… 

Resources 

•  Rare Earth Elements 
(REEs) needed for 
electronics, greentech, 
etc. 
•  REEs not “rare”, but 
current processing has 
toxic/radioactive 
footprint 
•  KREEP, PGEs on moon; 
PGEs on asteroids 



SS&T for Earth sustainability 

We need additional 
technology pathways 
that facilitate disruptive 
innovations in energy, 
food, water, materials, & 
health. 

Space S&T is not the only 
innovation pathway, but 
we need those pieces on 
the table.  



PISCES / PISA 

Approach includes: 

•  International 
collaboration 
•  Multistakeholder 
•  Focus on STEM 
education 

All critically 
important. 



PSA Congresses and  
Inter-Congresses 

•  1920 Honolulu 
•  1923 Sydney 
•  1926 Tokyo 
•  1929 Java 
•  1933 Vancouver 
•  1939 San Francisco  
•  1949 Auckland 
•  1953 Quezon City 
•  1957 Bangkok 
•  1961 Honolulu 
•  1966 Tokyo  
•  1969 Kuala Lumpur  
•  1971 Canberra 
•  1973 Guam 
•  1976 Vancouver 
•  1977 Bali 
• 1979 Khabarovsk 

• 1981 Singapore 
•  1983 Dunedin 
•  1985 Manila 
•  1987 Seoul 
•  1989 Valparaiso 
•  1991 Honolulu 
•  1993 Okinawa 
•  1995 Beijing 
•  1998 Taipei 
•  1999 Sydney 
•  2001 Guam 
•  2003 Bangkok 
•  2007 Okinawa 
•  2009 Tahiti 
•  2011 Kuala Lumpur 
•  2013 Fiji 
•  2015 TBD  



12th Pacific Science Inter-Congress 



Fiji Inter-Congress 
July 2013 

Subthemes: 



burnett@pacificscience.org  

Thanks! 

どうもありがとう  

Doormoomo 

Tenk yu 

Terima kasih 

Mauruuru 

Сnасҹба 
Xie xie 

Merci 

Tangkyu  

Si yuus maasi  

Kini so  

Tika hoki  

Kalangan  

Salamat  

Cám ón  

Mahalo 

Kia Manuia  

Matur nuwun  

Kiaora Koe 

谢谢  
ขอบคุณ  

Talofa Obrigado  

Kyeizu thin ba de  

Vinaka 



   

   


